APPI Member Engagement Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q1 How do you prefer to engage with APPI?
Answered: 50

Skipped: 0
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Via the APPI E Notices

84.00%

42

Via the APPI Website

66.00%

33

At APPI Conferences

48.00%

24

At APPI Events

26.00%

13

Via APPI Social Media - Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn

22.00%

11

Via the APPI office email and/or phone calls

42.00%

21

At APPI Education Sessions, AGM and/or Volunteer Celebration

28.00%

14

At APPI Council Social Events

12.00%

6

At APPI Committee Meetings

4.00%

2

At other APPI Social Events in your region

24.00%

12
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4.00%

Other (please specify)
Total Respondents: 50
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

APPI Journal

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

2

through volunteering roles

11/22/2017 1:18 PM
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Q2 Which method do you think is best suited for APPI engagement with
members in rural, northern, and urban areas outside of Calgary and
Edmonton?
Answered: 48

Skipped: 2
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Via the APPI E Notices

77.08%

37

Via the APPI Website

62.50%

30

At APPI Conferences

45.83%

22

At APPI Events

31.25%

15

37.50%

18

27.08%

13

Via APPI Social Media - Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn
Via the APPI office email and/or phone calls
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At APPI Education Sessions, AGM and/or Volunteer Celebration

22.92%

11

At APPI Council Social Events

10.42%

5

At APPI Committee Meetings

2.08%

1

At other APPI Social Events in your region

31.25%

15

Via an online forum, list server type tool (will be available in the near future)

37.50%

18

Other (please specify)

16.67%

8

Total Respondents: 48
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

1 or 2 day workshops on specific topics

11/28/2017 12:02 PM

2

streaming regional event speakers and Q&A Sessions

11/27/2017 9:10 AM

3

Webinars

11/22/2017 6:22 PM

4

Education sessions that can be accessed online

11/22/2017 3:10 PM

5

As a member in Edmonton, I am not qualified to speak for rural and northern members

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

6

online courses PLEASE to keep up with events, trends and learning credits!!

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

7

APPI Journal as well as surveys.

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

8

no comment

11/22/2017 1:22 PM
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Q3 How satisfied are you with the current types of engagement offered by
APPI to members in rural, northern, and urban areas outside of Calgary
and Edmonton?
Answered: 45

Skipped: 5
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Very satisfied

15.56%

7

Somewhat satisfied

37.78%

17

Unsatisfied

40.00%

18

Very unsatisfied

6.67%

3

TOTAL

45

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

The engagement is good, it is the volume that suffers...(e.g quite limited)

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

2

APPI doesn't really do anythign in my region west of edmonton

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

3

Reasonably engaged through Edmonton

11/22/2017 4:17 PM

4

No a rural/norhtern member, cannot express any type of satisfaction or not.

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

5

there is none and nothing available online which is best way to go - try and learn something from
Athabasca university please! that's how Canadians learn in anyway

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

6

No comment

11/22/2017 1:22 PM
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Q4 What factors are contributing to your level of satisfaction with the
current level of engagement offered by APPI to members in rural,
northern, and urban areas outside of Calgary and Edmonton?
Answered: 41

Skipped: 9

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

It is up to members (the individual) to become involved by making use of the multiple methods
offered by APPI 'administration' and APPI Board.

12/11/2017 4:16 PM

2

Very few webinars are available for CIP learning credits. Workshops tend to be at lunch or in the
evenin, too difficult to get to

11/28/2017 12:02 PM

3

Many of the activities and in person events focus primarily on cities and large towns. It's
understandable as those are the places with higher populations, and more opportunities for the
urban developments most planners love to delve into, however, there is not much focus on truly
rural development. This is compounded when you work in a rural environment and the distance to
an APPI event precludes you from being able to participate because of time, expense, or other
office management factors.

11/27/2017 4:19 PM

4

lack of volume (e.g. not enough) so it means rural members almost are required to attend a
conference if they have any hope of keeping their CPU levels up;

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

5

There isn't enough focus on topics for rural/remote planners and meetings in the City can be a
challenge. For example it takes 3-3.5 hours for me to get to a lunch event for 1 hour.

11/27/2017 9:10 AM

6

E Notices and Office emails seem to be the most effective because they are sent directly to the
member

11/24/2017 9:09 AM

7

The e-news bulletins are regular enough to keep me informed but not so frequent as to be a
nuisance. They serve as a source of information and also as an advertisement tool for upcoming
events. I value the ability to attend the annual conference. I also like knowing about APPI events
being held in larger urban centres that I can choose to attend based on topic.

11/23/2017 1:00 PM

8

Most engagement and various activities are aimed towards urban areas, either in terms of ease of
access or of topic.

11/23/2017 12:36 PM

9

I'm close to Edmonton.

11/23/2017 11:17 AM

10

There is not enough opportunities foe education of social interaction with APPI for rural
communities

11/23/2017 10:06 AM

11

Activities are not close enough to participate.

11/23/2017 9:52 AM

12

It is satisfactory.

11/23/2017 8:52 AM

13

APPI doesn't really do anything in my region west of Edmonton.

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

14

lack of members in more remote areas, less opportunity to host events, engage members ect

11/23/2017 8:17 AM

15

You guys send a ballot, by the time it's on our desk up north, very little time is provided to provide
the feedback and send it back by mail before the set due dates! This is not pretty much limiting the
rural communities' engagement.

11/22/2017 7:57 PM

16

Very little events outside of Calgary and Edmonton

11/22/2017 5:36 PM

17

opportunities to engage with other planners in my area

11/22/2017 4:05 PM

18

What events?

11/22/2017 3:58 PM

19

I have ready access to the necessary information regarding engagement opportunities

11/22/2017 3:51 PM

20

Access to events and engagement is limited if you do not live or work in the major cities

11/22/2017 3:20 PM

21

Coming into Edmonton for an hour or two lunch meeting for events is not realistic when the driving
alone would be three hours one way.

11/22/2017 3:17 PM
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22

It is very difficult to attend education sessions and social events. To my knowledge there is no
APPI presence or events in northwest AB.

11/22/2017 3:10 PM

23

Focus is put only on Calgary and Edmonton, other members can not access those events and
learning opportunities.

11/22/2017 2:15 PM

24

Presence of APPI in my region is missing.

11/22/2017 2:13 PM

25

I am kept up to date on opportunities and news from Council.

11/22/2017 2:02 PM

26

Inability to be able to participate in regional events due to distance.

11/22/2017 1:58 PM

27

Good web site and email notifications

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

28

There does not seem to be many options to engage unless you are in those cities.

11/22/2017 1:47 PM

29

reasonably frequent email updates and informational broadcasts with links to supporting
information or associated information.

11/22/2017 1:47 PM

30

It would be helpful if APPI could help connect members (especially new members) with groups
that are active in areas outside of Calgary/Edmonton.

11/22/2017 1:43 PM

31

none cause its non existing.....

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

32

Too remote - I think APPI could do a much better job given that it is representing planners in the
most isolated areas of canada

11/22/2017 1:32 PM

33

Not enough events outside of Calgary/Edmonton

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

34

Increasingly more satisfied. We have a limited number of people who can plan events and it's nice
that we've taken a more informal approach that is probably a bit more of a social event with a
learning opportunity.

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

35

Our options for obtaining credits are limited. The lunch socials would be interesting but aren't
practical.

11/22/2017 1:28 PM

36

Everything seems distant and bureaucratic focussed on serving the APPI/CIP and PSB rather than
the customer...us.

11/22/2017 1:27 PM

37

email notices are preferred and APPI does a good job informing members through that method

11/22/2017 1:18 PM

38

Some events are held in Red Deer due to it's proximity to both Calgary and Edmonton. Travel and
the time involved to get to events makes a lot of events not worthwhile to attend.

11/22/2017 1:15 PM

39

Being on the south events committee, I am at least partly responsible for the number of events
and level of interest, and I believe myself and the south group can provide more events and
greater partnership with the local university and college. It is a work in progress

11/22/2017 12:59 PM

40

Distance, personal schedules, smaller community

11/22/2017 12:59 PM

41

I think APPI does a good job of engaging its planners. The E notices are really helpful in keeping
planners informed

11/22/2017 12:53 PM
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Q5 How can APPI improve or better engage with its members in rural,
northern, and urban areas outside of Calgary and Edmonton?
Answered: 39

Skipped: 11

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Keep on doing what is being done now. One can take a horse to water, but you cannot make it
drink.

12/11/2017 4:16 PM

2

Credits for webinars, post webinars to website for reference. 1 or 2 day courses on topics, a day
long course is worth attending, but not as big a commitment as the conference.

11/28/2017 12:02 PM

3

Provide opportunities and /or support for smaller communities to host events which qualify for
structured learning hours. Also, webinars are often much more accessible to rural planners.

11/27/2017 4:19 PM

4

Many events in YXE/YEG could be web streamed to provide opps for passive attendance - which
would help with the volume issues Reach out and encourage members to provide sessions - e.g.
actively create 'groups' even if they aren't chapters ; people could sign up to be part of the Red
Deer Area Group and then you could email them all and try to 'force' communication...

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

5

More online engagement options. Conference/Event streaming. More relatable topics. Often
planners in remote areas work alone, so even helping connect planners that might have similar
issues so they have a stronger network, even if it is a digital one.

11/27/2017 9:10 AM

6

The online forum could be effective. Make APPI events (usually held mid-week in Edmonton or
Calgary and over the lunch hours) available on -line. Could extend the choice of topics to those
with a northern /rural/non-metro focus.

11/24/2017 9:09 AM

7

Encourage on-going activity at a smaller, regional level. It is not APPI's job to do organize this, but
encouraging and celebrating activities held at a regional level (i.e., meetings of planners from
several rural and urban municipalities in a given quadrant of the province) should be encouraged.

11/23/2017 1:00 PM

8

Promote topics that are for rural and northern communities.

11/23/2017 12:36 PM

9

More online initiatives

11/23/2017 11:17 AM

10

Create a local volunteer group that deals with local events and can call in meeting with APPI if
necessary.

11/23/2017 10:06 AM

11

Provide opportunities for Planners based on location, not just concentration of Planners.

11/23/2017 9:52 AM

12

No need to change anything.

11/23/2017 8:52 AM

13

A regional based forum where professionals from neighbouring communities can find a way to
connect would be good. Not sure how that works.

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

14

events outside of Calgary and Edmonton

11/23/2017 8:17 AM

15

Communications and Voting should happen either on line or via SMS. This will save a lot of money
and hassle.

11/22/2017 7:57 PM

16

More local events... for me, that would be Banff, Canmore, MD of Bighorn, Kananaskis ID

11/22/2017 6:22 PM

17

Identifying a northern rep for the council may be a good contact and someone who is familiar with
the APPI members in NWT and Nunavut

11/22/2017 4:05 PM

18

Organize annual event in regions.

11/22/2017 3:58 PM

19

Having APPI events outside of Calgary/Edmonton is likely not feasible, how about webinars
organized by APPI from time to time that can be accessed from anywhere?

11/22/2017 3:20 PM

20

Look at organizing regional/area meetings or events to socialize

11/22/2017 3:17 PM

21

More online opportunities. Maybe a northwest region event (even just one). I know the planners in
the north also need to help make events happen, but there is fewer of us, and therefore a smaller
number who have the time to spearhead any event. Added support, beyond what is needed and
provided in the core, from APPI would be appreciated.

11/22/2017 3:10 PM
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22

Live broadcast Calgary and Edmonton events through the use of webinar technology.

11/22/2017 2:15 PM

23

Opportunity to meet with APPI council and board members.

11/22/2017 2:13 PM

24

I think offering internet learning opportunities.

11/22/2017 2:02 PM

25

Provide video linkage opportunity to all members for luncheon presentations, and other learning
events.

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

26

More online events and workshops

11/22/2017 1:47 PM

27

Not really sure. What's being done seems reasonable and works for me.

11/22/2017 1:47 PM

28

Continue to ensure that website is kept up to date and that e-updates are timely and highlight
activities taking place outside of Calgary/Edmonton.

11/22/2017 1:43 PM

29

online courses and modules that can be completed ..again...Athabasca university please

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

30

Organizing northern events. Having a northern Council member. Plugging into northern planning
issues.

11/22/2017 1:32 PM

31

More events outside of Calgary/Edmonton

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

32

I would be willing to attend Calgary/Edmonton event more frequently, but it is very difficult to justify
attending during the lunch hour as it eats into most of my work day. It's also difficult to justify for
shorter events (< 1 hour). I also have enjoyed the surveys that APPI undertakes. It provides insight
and give me a better understanding of the planning context in Alberta/NWT/Nunavut and how I fit
in and compare with other. I like the idea of a listserv/forum, but I suspect most of us (including
myself) will have difficulty committing to contributing. This might be better served by members who
are a little bit more remote.

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

33

More online activities would be beneficial to us.

11/22/2017 1:28 PM

34

Linkedin and other message boards like the ITE has: http://community.ite.org/home

11/22/2017 1:27 PM

35

more regional events that offer low cost, but interesting CPL units

11/22/2017 1:18 PM

36

web broadcasts

11/22/2017 1:15 PM

37

travel or accommodation bursary for 2-4 members from each of the more remote regions, for major
events? Not that those outside of Cal/Ed are special, it's just a function of local budgetary
constraints. I would be willing to pay a little more on members fees to fund such a bursary (and
there are always private and institutional partnerships for this too).

11/22/2017 12:59 PM

38

Social Media and On-line forum

11/22/2017 12:59 PM

39

Keep on engaging planners through E notices, Conferences, and events

11/22/2017 12:53 PM
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Q6 How can APPI focus its efforts on improving its engagement activities
in rural, northern, and urban areas outside of Calgary and Edmonton?
Answered: 36

Skipped: 14

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Provide more in person activities? Please explain:

75.00%

27

Provide a range of on-line engagement opportunities? Please explain:

94.44%

34

Any other improvements or suggestions? Please explain:

47.22%

17

#

PROVIDE MORE IN PERSON ACTIVITIES? PLEASE EXPLAIN:

DATE

1

More one day learning events

11/28/2017 12:02 PM

2

if possible, expanding out from the major cities for in person events

11/27/2017 4:19 PM

3

see comments above

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

4

This will always be a challenge, I think an online focus would be more beneficial and easier to
establish and maintain

11/27/2017 9:10 AM

5

in-person can be inconvenient for everyone; rural places don't always have a lot of hotels etc.

11/23/2017 12:36 PM

6

Yes

11/23/2017 11:17 AM

7

Local members can help organizing activities and partner with the local govermemt or other
institutions

11/23/2017 10:06 AM

8

APPI activities for rural, northern, non-urban topics, closer to areas where rural planners are
located.

11/23/2017 9:52 AM

9

As per the above, keep us connected and find a way or reason for us to connect with our
neighbours and that linkage will buidl the network.

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

10

networking nights, CPL activities

11/23/2017 8:17 AM

11

More transparency. A bit General, but the communications we get are sometimes vague and not
informative enough to help members deciding on casting their voice

11/22/2017 7:57 PM

12

Such events as workshops and education opportunities.

11/22/2017 6:22 PM

13

Should be a minimum of one rural engagement with APPI Council per year

11/22/2017 5:36 PM

14

Networking events.

11/22/2017 3:58 PM

15

May not be feasible, sustainable, or even effective to have more events outside Calgary/Edmonton
as attendance would likely be low

11/22/2017 3:20 PM

16

social night, speakers, Board interaction in rural areas, etc located outside of Edmonton/Calgary

11/22/2017 3:17 PM

17

Maybe one a year in each rural area, with topics that are relevant to the rural and northern context.

11/22/2017 3:10 PM

18

Hold a rural forum discussion at every conference.

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

19

Not feasible

11/22/2017 1:47 PM

20

Support (possibly with a small budget) groups to organize local activities - this may already be
happening, but I guess that's how out of the loop I am!

11/22/2017 1:43 PM

21

no no no because of travel mileage and expenses...

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

22

The funding that we've received in Red Deer for the last two events makes it easier to book/host
events. Specifically we've had members of other professional disciplines attend and gain a better
understanding of planning practice. It also has also provided some name recognition of what APPI
is and does.

11/22/2017 1:30 PM
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23

If they were provided in other places other that Calgary and Edmonton. Even Red Deer would be
closer.

11/22/2017 1:28 PM

24

Ys, maybe try, but distances, weather, family make this hard to commit to.

11/22/2017 1:27 PM

25

see comment above - event committees should be better funded and rewarded

11/22/2017 1:18 PM

26

vary the locations so we can visit other municipalities

11/22/2017 1:15 PM

27

Find a small group of champions from each region that are willing to take the lead on setting up
video conference, etc.

11/22/2017 12:59 PM

#

PROVIDE A RANGE OF ON-LINE ENGAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES? PLEASE EXPLAIN:

DATE

1

Consider organizing the remotely located membership by establishing an on-line forum ('interest
or discussion groups') based on geographical location, i.e. north, central and south for Alberta, and
the 'far north' for NWT and Nunavut. Use technology to communicate and generate interest.
Identify a lead person and second to drive the process.

12/11/2017 4:16 PM

2

Credits for webinars, post completed webinars for reference

11/28/2017 12:02 PM

3

forums, perhaps a think-group skype chat

11/27/2017 4:19 PM

4

see comments above

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

5

Online networking, live stream some conferences/events, or at least make them available later

11/27/2017 9:10 AM

6

see Q 5 response

11/24/2017 9:09 AM

7

Online would be best, more people can attend

11/23/2017 12:36 PM

8

Yes

11/23/2017 11:17 AM

9

the learning events do not provide web access or recording after

11/23/2017 10:06 AM

10

When topics are offered in urban centres, include web access for remote planners.

11/23/2017 9:52 AM

11

Not sure I am pro on-line, rural communications is pretty spotty

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

12

webinars, specific research and resources for planners working in remote areas

11/23/2017 8:17 AM

13

Survey, through APPI website, phone messages

11/22/2017 7:57 PM

14

Webinars are extremely effective.

11/22/2017 6:22 PM

15

Free webinars or online CPL activities

11/22/2017 5:36 PM

16

I would be interested in this approach using online or webinars

11/22/2017 4:05 PM

17

Webinars

11/22/2017 3:58 PM

18

yes. Topical webinars could be useful - such as an overview of the new MGA and regs from and
planning/development perspective

11/22/2017 3:20 PM

19

webinars would be great

11/22/2017 3:17 PM

20

There are so many education opportunities (lunchtime lectures) that we can`t access. Can we
make them available?

11/22/2017 3:10 PM

21

Webinars of Calgary and Edmonton events

11/22/2017 2:15 PM

22

use technology when beneficial. where it is possible for remote access

11/22/2017 2:13 PM

23

yes as noted in 5 above

11/22/2017 2:02 PM

24

See #5.

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

25

yes. Most likley way that I would be able to engage

11/22/2017 1:47 PM

26

yes yes and yes...

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

27

webinars - online resources

11/22/2017 1:32 PM

28

More online webinars

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

29

Access to webinars is likely the most useful resource from afar. particularly when they've been
archived to be watched at our own discretion.

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

30

Yes! It is costly and time consuming to go to the city.

11/22/2017 1:28 PM
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31

Yes, much easier.

11/22/2017 1:27 PM

32

links to world-wide webinars on interesting topics could be researched and offered on APPI email
newsletters

11/22/2017 1:18 PM

33

This offers opportunities to pursue in your own time

11/22/2017 1:15 PM

34

Surveys, forums and chat would be interesting

11/22/2017 12:59 PM

#

ANY OTHER IMPROVEMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS? PLEASE EXPLAIN:

DATE

1

More one day learning events

11/28/2017 12:02 PM

2

One day learning sessions (even with a fee), could help encourage enagement opps (e.g. Red
Deer Area workshop/mini conference, but open to all)

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

3

Work with Municipal Affairs to have training sessions that are held in smaller, regional centres.
Make these available to private sector employees and consultants, not just those working for
municipalities (the typical Municipal Affairs target audience). The new MGA amendments are an
easy opportunity.

11/23/2017 1:00 PM

4

work with the local members that now the needs of the area and the people that will participate in
the evnets

11/23/2017 10:06 AM

5

I would suggest the facebook page be closed to only members, I like the ida of forums with maybe
chats based on regions or topics. I think maybe have a few regional organizers for socials would
be useful - spread the web outside a bit, it doesn't need to be hugely supported jsut someone to
start the ball rolling.

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

6

Learn from CIP best practices. They are doing a good job with engaging everyone

11/22/2017 7:57 PM

7

be cost effective in reaching planners in rural and remote areas

11/22/2017 3:58 PM

8

do the board members even know there are members in rural areas & have they ever been to
these rural areas?

11/22/2017 3:17 PM

9

APPI events scheduled on weekends are more accessible for Rural Planners

11/22/2017 2:13 PM

10

I think the Journal is a part of 'connecting.' with the larger planning community, not just the APPI
organization

11/22/2017 2:02 PM

11

More activites should have a virtual attendance or something similar

11/22/2017 1:47 PM

12

online course please = 9 units yearly!

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

13

The more tools/resources that can be made available on the website are great. Additionally it
might be worthwhile to adding a reoccurring column in the journal dedicated to norther, rural, &
other urban areas. It might be a good way to draw attention to these areas.

11/22/2017 1:30 PM

14

Sure, make the APPI much more inclusive. Invite 'outsiders' to the conferences.

11/22/2017 1:27 PM

15

I think MJ Alanko is doing a great job and should get a raise

11/22/2017 1:18 PM

16

An open web based forum to share news, events, ask questions and generally communicate with
others on specific needs.

11/22/2017 1:15 PM

17

Have a major event that is not the APPI conference hosted outside of Cal/Ed once or twice a year?

11/22/2017 12:59 PM
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APPI Member Engagement Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q7 For the purpose of connecting members with each other, would you
be interested in sharing examples of planning work, information or
resources related to planning in rural, northern, and urban areas? The
work may have been completed by yourself or your organization, or may
be resources that you have used.
Answered: 48

Skipped: 2

Yes

No
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

79.17%

38

No

20.83%

10

Total Respondents: 48
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APPI Member Engagement Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q8 Which method is best suited to share these examples and resources
with members in rural, northern, and urban areas outside of Calgary and
Edmonton?
Answered: 45

Skipped: 5

Via the APPI E
Notices
Via the APPI
Website
At APPI
Conferences

At APPI Events
Via APPI
Social Media...
Via the APPI
office email...
At APPI
Education...
At APPI
Council Soci...
At APPI
Committee...
At other APPI
Social Event...
Via an online
forum, list...
Other (please
specify)
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Via the APPI E Notices

55.56%

25

Via the APPI Website

57.78%

26

At APPI Conferences

48.89%

22

At APPI Events

40.00%

18

37.78%

17

24.44%

11

Via APPI Social Media - Twitter, Facebook and/or LinkedIn
Via the APPI office email and/or phone calls
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APPI Member Engagement Survey

SurveyMonkey

At APPI Education Sessions, AGM and/or Volunteer Celebration

20.00%

9

At APPI Council Social Events

8.89%

4

At APPI Committee Meetings

4.44%

2

At other APPI Social Events in your region

22.22%

10

Via an online forum, list server type tool (will be available in the near future)

48.89%

22

Other (please specify)

8.89%

4

Total Respondents: 45
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

see idea about regional 'groups'

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

2

Meeting in a Bar ;p

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

3

Webinars

11/22/2017 6:22 PM

4

Journal

11/22/2017 2:02 PM
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APPI Member Engagement Survey

SurveyMonkey

Q9 Please share any other comments or suggestions you may have:
Answered: 17

Skipped: 33

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

You are doing a great job! Thanks.

12/11/2017 4:16 PM

2

It would be nice to see APPI initiate some more collaboration with other groups such as ADOA or
CPAA sot that each group is aware that the other exists and feels they can reach out and support
each other. Especially since APPI could really position itself as a go-to resource for advice.

11/27/2017 4:19 PM

3

Thanks for letting me take the survey!

11/27/2017 4:10 PM

4

The ADOA has an underutilized, but very workable forum, where members pose questions and
other members provide feedback on how they are handling similar issues. Would love to see APPI
do this.

11/27/2017 9:10 AM

5

APPI Journal - change this more to a newsletter/ magazine format and distribute on-line on a
regular monthly basis. Broaden contents to include current developments, appeals/case law
forthcoming APPI (educational and social) and CIP events, job opportunities, letters page etc.

11/24/2017 9:09 AM

6

Related to my answer to Question 5 above, search out local leaders who may be interested in
promoting this type of regional engagement. It can be learning-based but should also have a social
element so that planners attending can meet and engage with one another.

11/23/2017 1:00 PM

7

I think this is a great start including rural planners in social, professional networking.

11/23/2017 9:52 AM

8

Mandate planning in a fashion similar to Saskatchewan and the membership will grow within the
sparser (rural/northern) areas of the province and make networking and engagement more
plausible.

11/23/2017 8:42 AM

9

N/A

11/22/2017 7:57 PM

10

For communities surrounding Edmonton and Calgary the offering of engagement activities in these
centre is great.

11/22/2017 4:17 PM

11

None

11/22/2017 3:58 PM

12

The board needs to engage rural members more especially from small communities

11/22/2017 3:17 PM

13

Any engagement improvements using on-line media should be offered to all members.

11/22/2017 1:52 PM

14

thanks for the good work please change this right away.

11/22/2017 1:37 PM

15

Thanks for asking!

11/22/2017 1:27 PM

16

keep up the good work. Can we step outside our circle of planners and seek out well-spoken event
speakers outside planning on interesting land use related topics such as climate change;
anticipating the post-carbon economy; urban areas moving off the grid; what can AI do for (or to)
planning practise plus urban and rural society for better or worse; how planners can help provide
rural areas with high speed broadband and what are the opportunities and constraints;
understanding the risks and preparation needed regarding wildfire as climate change endangers
our urban-wildland interface (eg. Fort MacMurray and potential future fires in forested areas like
Banff, Canmore, etc); understanding basic engineering concepts for planners - how to build a road,
how to design a sewage network, considerations in designing a water treatment plant and a water
distribution system; clear-cutting forests...is it so bad? why or why not ? Workable ideas on
demand management for traffic; affordable housing economics and who should be undertaking the
risk - public or private sector? And my all time favourite...planners need an APPI-sponsored
opportunity to walk a mile in the shoes of the other planner - offering public and private sector
planners a program/mechanism to trade roles for a year or two or three and come back with a
more empathetic perspective of the other side...

11/22/2017 1:18 PM

17

Attending lunch hour events do not work for out of towners as the travel time eats up most of the
day for a 1 hour credit. a morning, evening or afternoon event of 2 to 3 hours at lease would make
it more viable to travel to events.

11/22/2017 1:15 PM
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